Bibliotheque Nationale - Specification Sheet
by Philippe Starck
Mounting
Lamp (Bulb) Description
Finish
Te c h n i c a l
Description

1 x 150W T-10 Medium Frosted Halogen (Included)
Aluminized Bronze

and

P r o d u c t Designed by Philippe Starck in 2013, this standing floor lamp also functions as a
bookshelf as well as a portable device charger.
The base, rod stand and diffuser stand are chrome-plated die-cast zinc. The base
cover is a zinc-plated P04 steel sheet. The internal diffuser and lamp-holder stand are
opal colored injection die-stamped PCs. The upper ring is a clear injection die-stamped
PC. The brackets are polished stainless steel. The base comes with a USB outlet
allowing most common smartphones and tablets to be charged (max 2A) with. The
Bibliotheque Nationale floor lamp emits diffused light.
The Bibliotheque Nationale standing floor lamp is available with diffusers in the
following options: aluminized bronze, aluminized silver, fumee, plisse cloth, transparent
FU101146 Aluminized Bronze
Inspiration Behind the Design:
Dimensional Image
Phillippe Starck calls it "a magic bookcase where the books take flight towards the
light."

Electrical
Switching

0-100% dimmer installed on the cord

Physical
Cord Length (inches)

79" - Black

Construction Material

Aluminum, plastic

Weight

22.8 lbs

Lamping (Bulb)

150W T-10 Medium Frosted Halogen

Tatou F - Specification Sheet
by Patricia Urquiola, 2012
Mounting
Lamp (Bulb) Description

1 x 150W T-10 Medium Frosted Halogen (Included)

Environment

Indoor - Dry Location

Finish

Black

Technical and Product Description "Tatou began life as a luminaire that crosses a traditional dome style with a
surface that is interpreted through a creative language to screen and let the light
filter through from inside. The first prototypes were suspension models, but they
immediately bred into a family. Development in various sizes and situations in
the domestic environment came naturally. The process began by looking for
different ways to reconstruct membranes, conceived like Japanese armor: a
series of metal buckles cleverly united by tapes with a powerful emotional value.
There was then a process of simplification into overlapping, perforated, vertical
bands riveted together. We translated the design into a mass production process
by transitioning to injection moulding. The overlapping of these bands has been
crystallized in three-dimensional leather, a variable section mould and by the
geometric pattern. With Flos, the challenge was to obtain a mass produced
product, while retaining strong artisan connotations. Tatou is French for
armadillo: the mammal famous for its structure made up of plates of bone
covered with a protective layer of horn. The word "tatou" has an emotional
sound to it, which I think is consistent with the emotional function of this object."
- Patricia Urquiola

FU776430 Black
Dimensional Image

Tatou F diffused light floor lamp. Exterior diffuser in Polycarbonate. Internal
diffuser in injection printed opal polycarbonate. Support and base in painted
steel.
Electrical
Voltage

120

Switching

0-100% dimmer installed on the cord

Physical
Cord Length (inches)

71" - Black

Construction Material

Polycarbonate, Steel

Certifications

Lamping (Bulb)

150W T-10 Medium Frosted Halogen

Tatou T - Specification Sheet
by Patricia Urquiola, 2012
Mounting
Lamp (Bulb) Description

1 x 75W E26 T10 Halogen (Not Included)

Environment

Indoor - Dry Location

Finish

Black

Technical and Product Description "Tatou began life as a luminaire that crosses a traditional dome style with a
surface that is interpreted through a creative language to screen and let the light
filter through from inside. The first prototypes were suspension models, but they
immediately bred into a family. Development in various sizes and situations in
the domestic environment came naturally. The process began by looking for
different ways to reconstruct membranes, conceived like Japanese armor: a
series of metal buckles cleverly united by tapes with a powerful emotional value.
There was then a process of simplification into overlapping, perforated, vertical
bands riveted together. We translated the design into a mass production process
by transitioning to injection moulding. The overlapping of these bands has been
crystallized in three-dimensional leather, a variable section mould and by the
geometric pattern. With Flos, the challenge was to obtain a mass produced
product, while retaining strong artisan connotations. Tatou is French for
armadillo: the mammal famous for its structure made up of plates of bone
covered with a protective layer of horn. The word "tatou" has an emotional
sound to it, which I think is consistent with the emotional function of this object."
- Patricia Urquiola

FU776130 Black
Dimensional Image

Tatou T diffused light table lamp. Exterior diffuser in Polycarbonate. Internal
diffuser in injection printed opal polycarbonate. Support and base in painted
steel.
Electrical
Voltage

120

Switching

0-100% dimmer installed on the cord

Physical
Cord Length (inches)

59" - Black

Construction Material

Polycarbonate, Steel

Weight

6 lbs

Certifications

Lamping (Bulb)

75W E26 T10 Halogen

Miss K - Specification Sheet
by Philippe Starck, 2003
Mounting
Lamp (Bulb) Description

1 x 72W BT-15 ECO Halogen (Included)

Environment

Indoor - Dry Location

Finish

Aluminized Silver

Technical and Product Description MISS K desk/table lamp providing diffused light. Fully transparent, injectionmolded PMMA (polymethylmethacrylate, UL-94 HB) frame; opal, injectionmolded polycarbonate (UL-94 V0) internal diffuser; transparent polycarbonate
outer diffuser internally finished with high vacuum aluminization process.
Dimmer for 0-100% luminosity adjustment, transparent polarized cord.
Electrical
Voltage

120

Switching

0-100% dimmer installed on the cord

FU625500 Aluminized Silver
Dimensional Image

Physical
Construction Material

Plastic

Weight

2.6 lbs

Certifications

Lamping (Bulb)

72W BT-15 ECO Halogen

Zeppelin - Specification Sheet
by Marcel Wanders, 2005
Mounting
Lamp (Bulb) Description

1 x 200W A-21 Medium Frosted Incandescent (Included)

Environment

Indoor - Dry Location

Finish

White

Technical and Product Description ZEPPELIN suspension lamp providing diffused light. White powder coated
internal steel structure sprayed with a unique "cocoon" resin to create the
diffuser which is then protected by a transparent sprayed on finish. Transparent
polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) "candles". Faceted crystal globe located at the
lower center for a sparkle effect.
Electrical
Voltage

120

Switching

NA

FU980009 White
Dimensional Image

Physical
Cord Length (inches)

157" - White

Construction Material

Plastic and Steel

Weight

33 lbs

Certifications

Lamping (Bulb)

200W A-21 Medium Frosted Incandescent

Taraxacum 88 - Specification Sheet
by Achille Castiglioni, 1988
Mounting
Lamp (Bulb) Description

60 x 25W G-40 Medium Clear Incandescent (Included)

Environment

Indoor - Dry Location

Finish

Transparent

Technical and Product Description The Taraxacum 88 lamp was created in 1960. The original design contained bulbs
hidden under a transparent diffuser. In 1988, the design was revamped into a mixture
of deep incandescent lighting adding cool, polished triangular aluminum features.
Marking the year of its new design the Taraxacum was re-named the "Taraxacum 88".
The core of this Achille Castiglioni designed decorative hanging light fixture comprises
of 20 pressed and polished aluminum equilateral triangles fitted with electrical sockets.
These sockets are filled with 60 clear 25 watt globe lamps. The suspension fixture
provides direct and reflected incandescent light. The finish is transparent. See the
video here.
As put by Castiglioni himself, "It is a bit of a blow to energy-saving but a big chandelier
is meant for community areas, lobbies and rooms that need a lot of light for special
occasions and so it also needs to be decorative."

FU743000 Transparent
Dimensional Image

Inspiration Behind the Design:
The name "Taraxacum" comes from the scientific word for the very common plant -the dandelion. Castiglioni has managed to encapsulate the very shape of a dandelion
in this modern pendant light design.
Electrical
Voltage

120

Switching

NA

Physical
Cord Length (inches)

216" - Black

Construction Material

Aluminum, Steel

Weight

23.3 lbs

Lamping (Bulb)

25W G40 Clear Incandescent

Arco - Specification Sheet
by Achille and Pier Giacomo Castiglioni, 1962
Mounting
Lamp (Bulb) Description

1 x 100W A-21 Medium Silvered Bulb Incandescent (Included)

Environment

Indoor - Dry Location

Finish

Stainless steel

Technical and Product Description The Arco lamp has been in continuous production since 1962 and is now
considered a design classic. One of the unique features of this design is that
every part has a function including the beveled corners (designed not to hurt)
and the hole for easier lifting of the base.
This modern floor lamp comes with a genuine Carrera marble base that
supports a spun aluminum reflector via a curved stainless steel adjustable stem.
The height extends to almost 7-feet, allowing placement of a table or a couch
underneath. The Arco floor lamp is available in LED or incandescent and
provides direct and indirect light. Stainless steel finish.
On a side note, this lamp has made its appearance in the entertainment world
appearing in the James Bond sequel, "Diamonds Are Forever" and "The Italian
Job".

FU030000 Stainless steel
Dimensional Image

Inspiration Behind the Design: The Castiglioni brothers loved to play around with
designs that were both technically innovative and visually appealing. Taking
inspiration from a mere streetlight, the brothers wanted to create a lamp that
people did not have to walk around. For this to work, the base had to be at least
two meters away from the actual light. They used commercially available parts
and found that curved steel angle iron worked perfectly with their design. They
opted for a marble base as a counterweight instead of concrete because the
same weight took up less space, and also because they could obtain a better
finish for a lower cost.
Electrical
Voltage

120

Switching

Foot switch on power cord
Certifications

Physical
Cord Length (inches)

106" - Black

Construction Material

Aluminum, Marble, Stainless steel

Weight

140.7 lbs

Lamping (Bulb)

100W A-21 Medium Silvered Bulb Incandescent

